LINDOS BARS AND CAFÉ BARS

You will be spoilt for choice when looking for a place to enjoy an ice cold Mythos beer, a local ouzo aperitif or a chance to work your way through the cocktail list.

Chill out in one of the many bars with traditional cobbled courtyards, marvel at the views of the acropolis from the rooftop terraces, enjoy smart, contemporary and uber cool surroundings, chic beach club experiences or keep up with the latest sports events in one of the popular sports bars.

With sounds and playlists from the past 5 decades, you can be sure to find a favourite bar or two that will soon come to feel like home.

404

If you like to savour your evening aperitif whilst enjoying a spot of people watching, then 404 Bar is for you! With small yet fabulously placed outdoor seating underneath the shady plane tree you can enjoy the ebb and flow of Lindos life. If you like catching up on the latest sports fixtures then you will find regular screenings of all the major events. The owner, Rob, is a familiar personality and with plenty of old friends and regular faces it is a great place to kick start your evening. It often becomes ‘the office’ for the Exclusively Lindos debrief of the day and the sort of place where you only pop in for one and then lose count! Happy Days

ATMOSPHERE

Atmosphere Bar - as the names suggests, is the perfect place from which to soak up the magical atmosphere of the ancient village of Lindos. The view is majestic, the drinks top quality, the service genuine and friendly, and the atmosphere perfect - day and night. Serving tasty snacks and wicked desserts, a wide range of cooling sorbets and ice creams, refreshing long drinks and cocktails, coffees and fresh fruit smoothies. We like to watch the sun disappear behind the hills and the colours on the Acropolis fade with a large glass of deliciously chilled white wine in the company of Stavros and Clare. Sometimes we are still there well into the night as the party atmosphere takes over!

CAPTAINS HOUSE

Tucked away on the Post Office lane leading up to the Acropolis, the Captain's House Bar is one of Lindos' best secrets. Peaceful, charming and beautiful, the building is an original Captain's House, sensitively adapted to provide shady seating and an unobtrusive bar in the courtyard garden. The ornate carved stone work around the Sala door is fascinating. Inside you will find the original hand painted ceiling, not many of which survive in the village. You will probably find us taking an early morning coffee or a pre dinner drink with the company of Savvas and Vassilis, sons of the delightful family who own and run the bar. Highly recommended.

COURTYARD BAR

A favourite haunt of many old friends of Lindos, Courtyard Bar has been going strong since 1995. Your host is Jack Kolias who always provides a genuine welcome and can even be found playing the Bouzouki for his guests on a Sunday evening! The bar plays a mixture of Greek and modern chart music and the walls are covered in memorabilia and hand painted Greek plates. A great atmosphere, fabulous and plentiful drinks and one of the best roof top village views in town!

CRAZY MOON BAR

A daily visit to the Crazy Moon Cocktail Bar is a must for your holiday in Lindos. This family run bar serves fantastic cocktails with some of the best mojitos you will ever taste. There is of course a wide variety of long drinks and beers in addition to the cocktail menu which you can enjoy in the courtyard garden or the inside bar. The courtyard area is a lovely place to chill out or you can party in the inside bar with a variety of music from the resident DJ. With a warm welcome from your lovely hosts Marcos, Kostas and Nikos, we are sure this will become one of your favourite spots in the village.
DREAMS BAR

This family run bar is located in the heart of Lindos and prides itself on its genuine Greek hospitality and party atmosphere. Choose between the courtyard where you can relax and chat with friends, the air conditioned dance floor to groove to some cheesy tunes or the fantastic roof terrace with some of the best views in the village. You might even find some locals showing off their Greek dancing skills and being showered with hundreds of napkins (it's the health and safety equivalent of plate smashing)! With the cocktails and shots flowing it won't be long before someone is up on the bar, possibly even the owner Lambis himself! Dreams Bar - a very happy place to be and the preferred choice of the infamous 'September Club'.

GIORGOS BAR

Located in the heart of Lindos, Giorgos is a great place to sit and watch the world go by whether you are an early bird looking for the perfect breakfast spot or wanting a nightcap before retiring for the evening. Serving delicious breakfasts and lunchtime snacks, it's a great place to escape from the sunshine and enjoy all that Lindos has to offer. In fact, sit outside and you don't even need to get up to go the bar. Just sit back, relax and order another from your friendly waiter or waitress. With such a great ambience and music, sports screens to keep up with the latest scores and friendly bar staff to keep you entertained until the small hours, Giorgos is likely to become one of your holiday hotspots.

LINDOS BY NIGHT BAR

Lindos by Night has become as much a part of Lindos history and culture as the Acropolis. Established in 1982, Sotiris and his fantastic team of bar staff have been welcoming generations of holidaymakers to this Lindos hot spot. Set over 3 levels and with the best views of the Acropolis from the rooftop terrace, you can party to the sounds of the resident DJ in the middle bar or chill out with our finest cocktails by the fountain. Lindos by Night – a shot of Cosmopolitan with a dash of Sea Breeze and topped up with a large measure of Greek spirit... Yammam!

LINDOS ICE BAR

Lindos Ice Bar is a unique experience with the Ice Bar adjoining a very large and stylish outdoor bar and cafe. With the temperature kept at a cool -6 degrees can you manage the whole 40 minutes inside the Minus Bar?! Crafted entirely from ice and the only one of its kind in Greece you will be provided with special clothing to keep the frost off! Alternatively, why not spend a leisurely hour or two in the main bar overlooking the Acropolis with your favourite drink, enjoying the tunes and the friendly service. Excellent food is served next door in their Traditional House Restaurant.

PALS BAR

Pals Bar is ready and waiting to get the party started with you! Antonis and Sarah have created a fantastic lively and friendly bar with a great atmosphere. No wonder they call it Pals - year after year friends return to get into the party spirit! With Sarah playing top tunes behind the DJ stand, there will be no getting you off the dance floor. With such great personalities behind the bar, not to mention the brilliant range of cocktails, long drinks, shots and much more you are guaranteed to be partying into the small hours. Its position on the corner of the main street is also perfect for people watching, so grab your favourite drink and just watch the whole of Lindos pass by. And in the morning when nursing that hangover, pop down for a freshly squeezed fruit juice to get your daily dose of vitamins!

RAINBIRD BAR

Quite simply, Rainbird Bar is the place to be for a peaceful sundowner or morning coffee. Choose your seat from the flower filled courtyard overlooking the olive groves and tiny church and enjoy the comings and goings of the beach below. Few bars or restaurants boast such stunning views of the eastern coastline and with attentive and friendly staff, a wide variety of refreshments and simple snacks, Rainbird Bar is a delightful place to unwind and take in the sights and sounds of Lindos. For cooler days soak up the atmosphere of the original house inside with a beautiful archway and interesting memorabilia around the bar walls.
SOCRATES BAR

The original Lindos bar is set in a beautiful 16th century Captain’s House, Socrates Bar combining charm and history with rock and roll. Whether you want to enjoy your cocktail and soak up the fabulous architecture, or down your shot with the best of them in the lively bar, Soc’s bar will have a seat with your name on it. With a peaceful winter room, a small roof terrace, courtyard and spacious Sala room with the main bar; each corner of Socrates Bar is oozing with character. Great music plays here, with rock legends and even some blues thrown in for those moody moments, pumping out of the DJ’s box. The guys in here will keep you laughing, your glasses topped up or try the Jack Daniels fountain!

SUNBURNT ARMS BAR

A friendly face always awaits at this family run bar. It feels like an intimate British pub with English beers and favourite crisps and snacks from back home. Whilst perched on your bar stool you can enjoy the company of Cliff and Rena during the day time and their daughter Nat in the evenings. The family have been living and working in Lindos for many years and are a popular team amongst the locals. The Sunburnt Arms is a favourite watering hole for Lindos regulars.

YANNIS BAR

If you like to indulge in a spot of people watching then Yannis Bar is the place for you. Fantastically situated in the heart of the village, you cannot miss the comings and goings of village life from your courtyard seat. Since 1976 the family owned Yannis Bar has been refreshing and entertaining visitors and locals alike with a wide drinks menu and simple breakfasts and snacks. For those of you with more stamina, the bar comes to life in late evening with excellent music from residents DJs. Open all day, every day from early until late. Waiter service.

GELO BLU

No visit to Lindos is complete without a trip to Gelo Blu Ice Cream Parlour in the heart of the village. The owners are masters in the art of temptation, as you pass through the doorway your senses are filled with the sights and aromas of spectacular home made cakes, ice creams, fruit sorbets and fresh coffee. Enjoy your coffee in the pebbled courtyard, take in the views from the rooftop terrace or relax in the traditional Sala with your tasty treats. Serving day and night: Homemade Ice Cream, Fresh Ground Coffee, Milk shake and soft Drinks, Sandwiches, Home Made Cakes.

MEelia CAFE

Freshly baked bread rolls, delicious cakes and tasty Spanakopita (spinach pie)….just a few of the delights at Melia Cafe. If you like to enjoy a proper morning coffee, freshly brewed, and a pastry to get your day off to a good start then head to this delightful cafe on the edge of St Stephanos Square. You can watch the hustle and bustle as the village comes to life, or enjoy a lazy lunch on the comfortable outdoor sofas and watch the world go by. Delicious sandwiches and cakes, pastries and biscuits and a wide selection of coffees, teas and refreshments.

Village Cafe

Take away or eat in, and even delivery to your door for your celebratory event (within Lindos), Village Cafe is a delightful gem found on the way down to the beach. Serving a wide selection of tasty fare from freshly baked bread, croissants, danish pastries, brownies, cookies, cakes and pies. You will find the finest Mediterranean cold cuts, cheese and salads, wraps and sandwiches. With fresh Rhodian gourmet ice cream, refreshing frozen fruit smoothies, good quality coffees and even Bacardi fruit cocktails, there is something to impress every taste. Relax in the cool and shady courtyard or inside the chic and modish sitting room, Village Cafe is a peaceful haven open all day and evening.

WATERSIDE POOL BAR

Waterside Pool and Snack Bar is located a few flip flops from the main Lindos bus stop at Krana. Tucked away, yet really easy to find, Waterside is in a surprisingly peaceful setting. A popular and friendly pool run by a lovely family, you will often find the Exclusively Lindos team tucking into a delicious meal or taking a refreshing dip in the great pool. Everything is spotlessly clean, the homemade food absolutely delicious and the service warm and friendly. The sunbeds are free and the food and drinks surprisingly good value for money. There is even a big selection of magazines and novels to borrow if you have already exhausted your holiday supply. Why not treat yourself to a fabulous home baked cake or a mouth watering traditional English pud. They are so tasty we have to reserve our own slice!